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In this insightful composite adjective adjective, students suggest missing combined adjectives in conversation questions and then ask and answer questions with a partner. Divide students into pairs (A and B) and give each student a corresponding worksheet. Students look at conversation questions that
contain gaps in the worksheet and think about what any missing compound adjective can be. Students have two chances to guess the missing compound adjective in each question. Pupil A begins by guessing the missing adjective in the first question. Pupil B listens, looks at the composite adjective in
their worksheet and tells his partner whether he is right or wrong. If Student A first comes to know, they score two points and write the composite adjective in the question. If not, their partner gives them a clue, saying the first part of the adjective. For example, if the composite adjective is English-speaking,
the student will say English... If Student A guesses correctly on the second attempt, one point is awarded. If not, the composite adjective shall be disclosed and no points shall be noted. Pupil B then implies the missing compound adjective in the second question, etc. The winner is the student with the
most points at the end of the activity. Students then ask and answer questions about talking to their partner. When all the questions have been discussed, there is a class feedback session to review the meaning of each compound adjective and go through students' answers to the questions. •Compound
adjective, homework, spelling, March Complex word consists of two words that come together to make a new word. Students are invited to draw one line from each word on the left to the word on the right so that they form a compa ... 9 16,627 Elem Kate.Loki •Composite adjective, Degrees of comparison,
other adjectives, animals Hello colleagues around the world! This is basically the empty text for dangerous animals. I usually give them some information about the animals before I give them the worksheet. I'm... 13 28,108 Pre-IntInt BusyTeacher Associate •Grammar » Adjective » Adjective Compound
This worksheet is prepared for intermediate students who want to practice the use of complex words. It can be used after the subject has been submitted or given as an understanding test. ... 8 17,345 Int Claire •Compound Adjective, Degrees of Comparison A short, simple worksheet that requires
students to compare two elements and write sentences showing how the elements are similar and how they are different. There are three tabs in the worksheet, ... 9 17,125 pre yt •Composite adjective, UK, Film + Video + Cartoons Another episode of Anglophenia! This time it brings us back to history and
teaches us a few facts about the Vikings. Watch the video and do both exercises. Students... 2 10,386 AdvExam Roberta Rohen •Grammar » Adjective » Compound Adjective PowerPoint Presentation where students improve their knowledge of complex adjectives. Structural rules are also presented.
Some slides contain conceptual questions for checking and pairing activities, w ... 10 28,709 AdvExam •Composite adjective, Word order, Appearance/body parts This PowerPoint includes different hair types + how to put hair description adjectives in the right order. It is suitable for elementary and pre-life
levels, as young learners ... 12 13,807 ElemPre-Int •Composite adjective, appearance /body parts, character and personality This worksheet is aimed at intermediate, more advanced and advanced students who already have knowledge of the formation and use of complex adjectives. The table presents a
set of cards, ... 14 23,727 IntAdvExam here you will find exercises for modal verbs and a dictionary of combined nouns and others that can be very useful for teachers and students. This can be used as a worksheet or as a test for your ... 5 21,215 Pre-IntIntExam •Compound adjective, business
dictionary, appearance/body parts, Idiom This worsheet will be useful when teaching business class or making all students aware of compounds in English and the use of common nouns such as verbs or idioms. It provides 3 exercises based on... 11 12,554 pre-IntIntAdv •Compound Adjective, Character
and Personality This worksheet contains a short and fun quiz about Indian culture, as well as some name cards that children can fill out to create their own Indian personality and tribe. With the first task ... 4 5,768 ElemPre-Int •Grammar » Adjective » Compound Adjective It is a simple worksheet that
explains the use of combined nouns. Students begin by studying how the combined nouns are formed, later they receive one part of the noun and should ... 8 25,108 Int •Composite Adjective, Descriptive Things, Food, Fruits, and Vegetables This worksheet is designed to encourage students to use
adjectives to paint a picture with words. The purpose of this worksheet is for students to write a small passage describing each photo ... 6 17,466 ElemPre-Int my love - Gap filling worksheet. This worksheet can be used to enter or view a simple dictionary - blank, hole, receive, miracle, etc. Students to
encourage work in pairs. The list of words shows ... 3 16,825 Pre-intint •Compound Adjective, Exist, Can/Can, Reading Understanding Good Reading Activity with Questions to Understand. Teachers can use as a hurrah to further discuss the bang as a school problem. I used this as a reading activity with
my students and they enj ... 12 13,172 Pre-int •Composite adjective, Degrees of comparison, -ed and -ing endings practice and oral practice in a number of conditional and dedoctor languages. Students read a story that creates a problem and answers questions that lead to the solution. Read ... 8 8,205
8,205 •Combined adjectives, other adjectives, ESL Songs For Teaching English singing activity to deal with adjectives and suffixes. Students should listen to the song and arrange the sentences. One positive aspect of this file is that it carries three copies of it ... 6 11,515 pre-int •Compound adjective,
present simple vs present Continuous This is the graph of the verb EAT in both grammatical narrows. It can be used for ESL students as over-censoring, where they can look for how to form these two different current ones and there is one ... 23 38,618 Elem •Composite adjective, Present Perfect This
worksheet has an interesting theme for 8th grade (video games) and also high school. You will have to look for those keywords that are in the text ... I showed them a presentation. B... 7 8,254 Pre-int •Composite Adjective, character and personality good activity for reviewing adjectives, with synonyms
and opposites List of words used in this search word: outgoing, OBEDIENT, INCONSIDERATE, ILLUSIONIS, BIG-HEADED, MEANINGLESS, CONS ... 11 9,620 IntAdv ESL compound adjective worksheet is a useful tool for teachers in the second language learners to introduce this important and
descriptive class of words for students. Worksheets are useful for reinforcing or reviewing concepts covered in the class in exam preparation. Additionally, ESL compound adjective worksheets can be easily included in formal tests where they can be used to check the level of understanding of compound
adjectives. ESL Compound Adjective Worksheet Compound Adjectives are a challenge for ESL students because they tend to complicate the notion of a simple adjective. In English, adjectives to modify nouns. Adjectives usually identify, describe or identify nouns. Because complex adjectives involve the
placement of two or more words to create a new adjective, students should be more seminally aware when using complex adjectives. As you will notice, the combined adjectives used in the worksheets below are associated with a hyphen. Ideas for a composite table with adjective ApplicationFor this
worksheet, give students to match the constituent adjectives used in the right column with the ideas presented in the left column to create a full sentence. The complex adjectives listed in this exercise are commonly used in English, and contextual clues from the sentence as a whole should help ESL
students understand the meaning and proper use of these descriptive tools. Again, students will learn that complex adjectives are hyphens when conducted with a noun and that they perform the same function as other types of adjective, which is to change the noun they run.1 Organ donors perform a
long-eyed man2. After a day of I thirst b. hexagonal dies.3 The long speech was given by a safe animal.4 Yahtzee is a game with d. stingy woman5. The mountain goat is an ice-cold lemonade.6 Do not the wrong way is a five-page report. The governor of the bank is a 10-dollar bill8. My homework for
tomorrow is life-9. My friend Scott gave me a three-hour movie. The theater shows j. one-way streetThis worksheet invites students to match the words in the right column with the words in the left column to create a compound adjective. In some cases, it may be appropriate to have more than one answer,
but encourage students to try to choose the best answer from the right column. This exercise will build students' skills to recognize complex adjectives and encourage them to listen and read more carefully in the future to better identify this class of words.1 age 2. properly- b. heart3. 5, 2015 in New Year's
Day. 5. well- e. wind 6. black-and-f. eye- 7. 20, 2014 in New Year's Day. 1000000000000000000000000 step 10. All right, J. cold - 12 minutes. part - l. 13. certainly- m. blood.14 Bow- n. I behaved.15 with a high-o. deaf 16. 17. 18. all-too-centered.19 brown, old 20. 21. 22. red- v. time23. 24, 2014 in New
Year's Day. A 15-year-old girl, 25. 26. Dead- z. blueThese ESL compound adjective worksheets provide students with opportunities to become increasingly familiar with complex adjectives. Students are encouraged to create complex adjectives from a number of possible words that help develop their
abilities to recognize the most commonly used examples of this class of words. In addition, students use complex adjectives to complete the basic ideas expressed in sentences. Both exercises work to help students develop proficiency in English. As always, encourage students to read for pleasure in
English as much as possible and speak to native speakers in their personal lives when they have the opportunity. Opportunity.
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